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EXPLORING PROXIMITIES IN COWORKING SPACES: EVIDENCE FROM ITALY

Abstract. Since the mid-2000s, the rising phenomenon of coworking spaces (CSs) has provided a flexible and mainly affordable solution for freelancers, entrepreneurs, small firms and start-ups, which may have experienced the issues of isolation when working from home, to work in a shared workplace, interact, socialize and share knowledge. This article explores the phenomenon of CSs within the theoretical framework of proximity measures à la Boschma (2005) – cognitive, organisational, social and institutional – that underpin the aspects of innovation, interaction and knowledge exchange. Though some studies on CSs have indirectly studied the different aspects of proximity, only a few of them focused on the importance of proximity measures at the workspace. With the aim to fill the gap in the literature, an empirical study was applied to Italy with 549 active CSs in 2018. The data was collected through an on-line questionnaire, addressed to a sample of 326 coworkers, focusing mainly on the set of questions devoted to understanding whether coworkers have exploited the proximity typologies in their CSs, have experienced increases in their revenues and well-being. The results are critically discussed, and some insights on policy implications are proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the last decade, the nature of work has changed significantly. Working has become less dependent on distance, time or space (Gaspar and Glaeser, 1998; Joroff, 2002). Despite that, due to the emergence of the knowledge economy (Dolfsma and Soete, 2006; Neef, 1998; Cooke, 2002), technological developments and the digital economy, and also because of the rising number of self-employment, freelance and independent workers, more flexible forms of working are becoming prominent,
as opposed to the traditional work (full-time employment) (Howell and Bingham, 2019). Thanks to the diffusion of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) people can work remotely: working from home, or using public spaces, such as libraries, cafés/bars, hotel and airport lounges, which are typically not planned to host productive activities, yet are increasingly being occupied as spaces for work (Di Marino and Lapintie, 2017) – also known as ‘third places’ (Oldenburg, 1989) for work. The borders between private homes, productive spaces and socialising site are thus becoming less evident (Moriset and Malecki, 2009; Fonner and Stache, 2012; Gold and Mustafa, 2013). However, teleworking in such an informal working environment entails a lack of face-to-face interaction. In other words, early stage entrepreneurs, freelance, self-employed and independent knowledge workers need social and professional interactions in order to overcome the risk of isolation and loneliness – typical of working from home – and also to increase meeting and networking opportunities (Johns and Gratton, 2013; Moriset, 2014; Mariotti et al., 2017). Proximity studies have underlined the impact of geographical proximity, as well as agglomeration economies, on interactive learning and innovation (Boschma, 2005). Furthermore, the importance of geographical proximity should always be examined in relation to other proximity dimensions (see Section 2).

Within this context, since the mid-2000s, a relatively new and promising form of a workplace, known as a coworking space (hereinafter CS), has emerged that is becoming increasingly accepted by diverse groups of workers – from freelance, self-employed individuals and entrepreneurs to dependant contractors, with various professional profiles and competencies, ranging from the creative industry – e.g. architects, designers, journalists, etc. – to engineering and digital sectors, namely IT, software developers, consultants, etc. (Gandini, 2015; Spinuzzi, 2012).

Although coworking is becoming more and more popular worldwide, the phenomenon of CSs is still relatively new, and yet to be studied both theoretically and empirically. Within this framework, this paper aims to fill that gap in the literature as it has not yet tackled the role of the proximity measures à la Boschma (2005) – cognitive, organisational, social and institutional – in the development of community within a coworking space, as well as in fostering innovation, interaction, and knowledge exchange, but also economic performance and well-being. To reach this goal we shall analyse and discuss the results of a survey addressed to a sample of 326 coworkers.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section briefly reviews the literature on CSs, as well as the proximity studies in the economic literature, in order to position the current paper within a theoretical sphere. The

---

1 Interestingly, Morrison (2018) has reconceptualised in the Fourth Place the combination of the First, Second and Third Place. The Fourth Place aims to foster networking, promote mingling (combination of the First and Third places), and to favour collaboration, face-to-face interactions, and the exchange of tacit knowledge.
third section is dedicated to the empirical study on Italy; the methodology and the mode of data collection are described in length. In Section 4 a discussion of the descriptive statistics is presented. The final section summarises the main findings and outlines some policy implications that brings the paper to a close.

2. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: COWORKING SPACES AND THE PROXIMITY DIMENSIONS

2.1. The phenomenon of coworking spaces

CSs are membership-based workplaces that ensure a flexible workplace: with a monthly/daily rent the individual gains the right to enter and work in the space, as well as a membership in social and professional community. Each ‘coworking-user’ or coworker (hereinafter CW) works separately – being assigned a desk/office space – in a physical space which is shared with others (Raffaele and Connell, 2016). The CS model has gained legitimacy among different group of professionals not only for its provision of office space and its cost-effectiveness, but also for its capacity to establish a community (Akhavan and Mariotti, 2018) and a quality of working behaviour of ‘working-alone-together’ (Spinuzzi, 2012). According to Kwiatkowski and Buczynski (2011, p. 19), CWs share five main values: collaboration (the willingness to cooperate with others to create shared values), community (intangible benefits, shared purpose), sustainability (do good to do well and offset the environmental footprint of the space), openness (free sharing of ideas, information and people), and accessibility (financially and physically accessible, diversity). Therefore, CSs are regarded as a profitable business model that may intensify private and business relationships, along with a high level of autonomy that serves experimentation and creativity (Bouncken and Reuschl, 2018).

Moreover, Merkel (2015, p. 122) has stated that “as flexibly rentable, cost-effective and community-oriented workplaces, coworking spaces facilitate encounters, interaction and a fruitful exchange between diverse work, practice, and epistemic communities and cultures”. For Davies and Tollervey (2013), the CS model may facilitate the creation of an economy than supports community and innovation. In such environment, each CW can, therefore, learn from others through sharing spaces, interaction and being part of the social/professional activities offered by an organisation. Some scholars have classified coworkers based on what they may earn from CSs (Bilandzic and Foth, 2013):

– **Utilizers**, use CSs for their demand to technological infrastructure;
– **Learners**, make use of CSs in order to gain and exchange knowledge, attending events, etc.;
– **Socializers**, seek recognition and acknowledgment in CSs.
Though their economic significance remains uncertain, the importance of emerging new workplaces, and more specifically the CS, in the era of digital economy – with a growth in entrepreneurship, freelance and teleworkers – is characterised by their dramatic global spread, specially since the mid-2000s. This statement is also evident in the numbers collected by Deskmag and reported in their 2019 Global Coworking Survey: the coworking movement has roughly doubled in size each year since 2006 and by the end of 2019 almost 2.2 million people are expected to work in over 22,000 coworking spaces worldwide.

Table 1 outlines some relevant publications from various disciplines on CSs – from 2012 to the very recent (2019) – that define CSs. Although the literature on the emerging workplaces in general, and specifically on CSs, is rather scarce, during the recent years this topic has been drawing a growing attention.

Table 1. Definition of CSs based on different disciplines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Definition of CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spinuzzi (2012)</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>CSs are open-plan office environments in which people work alongside other unaffiliated professionals for a fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capdevila (2013)</td>
<td>Business/Management</td>
<td>CSs are defined as localised spaces where independent professionals work sharing resources and their knowledge with the rest of the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilandzic and Foth (2013)</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>CSs provide ensure a flexible and autonomous use of office and social space that eases the direct interaction among the users for social, learning and business-related interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moriset (2014)</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>CSs as potential “serendipity accelerators” …beyond the room layout, coworking is first an atmosphere, a spirit, and a lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avdikos and Kalogeresis (2017)</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>It helps freelance designers become more embedded in business networks (in terms of collaborations), both local and foreign, compared with working in isolation, as lone eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robelski et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Psychology/Health care</td>
<td>As a telework arrangement, coworking spaces are becoming an increasingly established workplace among the self-employed and freelancers working in the creative line of business, as opposed to home office that is mainly used by employed workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: updated from Akhavan and Mariotti (2018, p. 87).

For Moriset (2014), CSs are ‘accelerators of serendipity’: serendipity of production for creative people and entrepreneurs who are in search for working envi-
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environments to enhance the chances of meeting others and collaboration. Others have discussed the ‘sense of community’ offered by CSs to overcome the issue of social isolation, which may affect independent workers and teleworkers (Garrett et al., 2017; Blagoev et al., 2019; Spinuzzi et al., 2019). Therefore, individuals can satisfy their needs for social interactions while maintaining their desired autonomy and independency at work. A recent study by Akhavan and Mariotti (2018) on a sample of 236 CW in Italy (July 2017) provided insights on how coworkers experienced a sense of community inside their working spaces and outside in the urban context: the majority of CWs, who responded to the questionnaire, reported that they had experienced social proximity, and had also perceived a positive impact of the CS on their urban environment, the neighbourhood in this case.

2.2. Proximity dimensions

The importance of proximity has been addressed in literature that spans across different discipline boundaries: from urban and regional economics, economic geography to innovation economics and evolutionary economic geography (Salvador et al., 2013). In the economic geography literature, proximity is considered fundamental as it “underpins the joint production, circulation and sharing of knowledge” (Gertler, 2008, p. 203). At the beginning of the 1900s, economists recognised that spatial and social proximities play a key role in corporate growth and competitiveness (Weber, 1909/1929). More specifically, geographical and social proximities have been addressed as two genetic conditions necessary, though not enough, for an area to be an industrial district (Capello, 2007). The first attempt at a formal classification of the reasons for companies agglomerating in an industrial district was made by Marshall (1925) and subsequently by Becattini (1990). The Marshallian industrial district and its Italian variant version stressed the role of space as the generator of locational advantages: lower production and transaction costs, and a more efficient use of resources, which enable firms to achieve higher levels of productivity and profit (Capello, 2007, p. 193). Additionally, in the 1980s, the work developed by the GREMI group (Groupe de Recherche Européen sur les Milieux Innovateurs) stressed the role played by innovation in enhancing economic development, and concluded that the factors related to ‘relational proximity’ (social interactions, interpersonal synergies, and collective action among actors) enhance innovative capacity (see, e.g. Aydaltot, 1986). According to this theory, economic and social relations among local actors influence the innovative capacity and economic success of specific local areas termed ‘milieu innovateurs’ (Capello, 2007). Moreover, Torre and Gilly (2000) and Torre (2010) stressed the importance of organised proximity3, that is

---

3 For a review of the role of organizational structure, see Allen et al. (2008).
not geographic but relational, and expressed the way in which two actors could be close regardless of the kind of geographical relationship (i.e. level of interaction, sharing knowledge, social relation, etc.).

Although a large body of literature confirms that agglomeration and geographical proximity positively affect the formation of ties in knowledge networks (Hardeman et al., 2012; Balland et al., 2015), there are other forms of proximity crucial to innovation and knowledge exchange (Boschma, 2005). In 2005, Ron Boschma recalled the proximity measures and underlined that geographical proximity could not be assessed in isolation but should always be examined in relation to other proximity measures (cognitive, organisational, social and institutional) that may provide solutions to the problem of coordination. Indeed, due to advanced information and communication technologies, networks through which learning takes place are not necessarily spatially delimited. The proximity measures a là Boschma (2005) are the following: (i) Cognitive: people sharing the same knowledge base and expertise may learn from each other, facilitating effective communication; (ii) Organisational: such as networks, which are mechanisms that not only coordinate transactions but also enable the transfer and exchange of information and knowledge beneficial for learning and innovation; (iii) Social: socially embedded relations between actors at the micro-level (based on friendship, kinship and past experience) that may stimulate interactive learning due to trust and commitment (elements of social capital e.g. trust); (iv) Institutional: common habits, routines, established practices, rules, or laws that regulate the relations and interactions between individuals, which may reduce uncertainty and bases for economic coordination and interactive learning; (v) Geographical: the spatial or physical distance – short distances bring people together, favouring contacts and facilitating the exchange of tacit knowledge (see also Akhavan and Mariotti, 2018).

Some studies have confirmed that the different proximity dimensions should not be considered separately and it is crucial to study their interaction. In this regard, Cohen and Prusak (2001) discussed the face-to-face contact that enhances other forms of proximity essential for knowledge exchange within organizations. Balland et al. (2015) have studied the joint and co-evolutionary dynamics between knowledge networking and proximity. They argued that the processes of learning, decoupling, institutionalisation, integration and agglomeration could affect the five proximity dimensions. Based on other empirical studies, geographical, organisational and institutional proximity measures favour collaborations (Balland, 2012). Others have found that geographical proximity positively affects tie formation in knowledge networks (Hardeman et al., 2012; Balland et al., 2015).

The proximity literature is generally based on the level of companies. Although a few studies on CSs have indirectly addressed the different aspects of proximity, only a few researches have directly focused on the importance of proximity dimensions at the workplace level. The empirical work by Parrino (2015) – on CSs in Milan and Barcelona – has shed light on the theoretical framework of
proximity in CSs and examined specifically the role of proximity in facilitating interactions and the transmission of knowledge among the workers in CSs, and the relational potential of geographic proximity of CWs. This analysis is based on the qualitative study of two maximum-variation case studies of CSs: the first where CWs share only a physical space, few are the manifestations of sociality, and the transmission of knowledge among CWs proved to be scarce and episodic; the second where CWs exploit the organisational platform managed by the CS, experience knowledge flows with other CWs, and interact frequently.

3. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON ITALY

3.1. Data collection and methodology

The study presented in this paper is based on the data collected through the research project entitled “New working spaces. Promises of innovations, effects on the economic and urban context” exploring new workplaces, coworking spaces and makers spaces, in Italy – FARB Project, funded by the Department of Architecture and Urban Studies (DAStU), Politecnico di Milano. The data was collected from two main sources:

– an original georeferenced database on CSs in Italy was developed; it contains all the necessary details, such as size, number of desks, facilities offered, etc. The data was collected mainly from the official websites of CSs and through contacting some of the spaces for the missing information;

– an online survey (questionnaire), which was sent to CS managers to be distributed among CWs.

As of January 2018, Italy hosted 549 CSs: about 50% were located in Italian metropolitan cities, with Milan (112), Rome (50), Turin (23), and Florence (17) hosting about half of them (Fig. 1). As expected, Mariotti et al. (2017) have found that in the case of Milan, CSs were mainly agglomerated in urban centres where there was a concentration of urban amenities.
The on-line questionnaire was composed of 55 questions, structured in 7 sections:
1. Socio-demographics (gender, years, age, education, etc.), employment position and sector;
2. Motivation for selecting the coworking space (location factors);
3. Perceived and expected advantages and dis-advantages to work in a CS;
4. Proximity typologies (social, institutional, cognitive, organizational);
5. Level of satisfaction in working in the CS;
6. Willingness to work in a CS in the next 3-years;
In order to control the proximity dimensions a là Boschma (2005), we asked the following questions:

- **Social proximity**
  1. Have you made new friends?
  2. Are your relationships with most coworkers based on trust?

- **Institutional proximity**
  1. Do you find that there is an affinity in terms of principles between you and a significant number of coworkers? (political ideas)
  2. Do you find that there is an affinity in terms of principles between you and a significant number of coworkers? (lifestyle)

- **Cognitive proximity**
  1. Do the coworkers with whom you share space have on average your level of knowledge?
  2. Do the coworkers with whom you share space have on average your level of experience?

- **Organisational proximity**
  o The choice to work in a shared space is related to its useful service/ to have access to training opportunities/ to have access to new information channels/ to have access to spaces such as meeting room, kitchen, etc./ to have access to services such as secretariat, administration, etc.

Geographical proximity was defined as the co-location of CWs which existed in CSs. Social proximity concerns the elements of social capital (e.g. trust) that enhance socially embedded relations between agents, in this case CWs, at the micro-level (Boschma, 2005). Institutional proximity is proxied by the affinity among the CWs regarding their political attitudes and lifestyle, which facilitates the development of a “sense of community”. Sharing the same level of knowledge and experience concerns cognitive proximity, which stimulates collaboration and fosters new business opportunities. Finally, organisational proximity is proxied by the services and facilities offered by the organisational platform of a CS, and most of the times by the coworking manager themselves, which can enhance knowledge flows among workers heterogeneous in terms of their occupation, business sector, organisational status, affiliation and personal and organisational motivations (Parrino, 2005)

### 4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

By January 2018, 326 CWs, from 138 CSs (about 25% of the total), answered the questionnaire. They were located in 83 cities homogenously distributed in the four macro areas (the north-west, the north-east, the centre, the south and islands).

---

4 All the CSs studied have developed an organisational platform.
There is a concentration in the Italian Metropolitan areas\(^5\) (34%), with Milan registering 60 CWs. 44% of the respondents were female and 56% male; 52% were aged 36–50, followed by CWs aged between 25 and 35 (38%), over 51 (9%), and those aged 19–24 (1%). They were mainly freelancers (48%), employees (29%), managers (19%) and other (11% – apprentices, stagers, students). About 37% had spent at least 6 months abroad, for the purpose of education or work. The CWs’ sectors of work mainly belonged to the creative industry (65%), followed by management consultancy, training, and other sectors.

![Fig. 2. Motivation for selecting the coworking space (pull factors)](source: own work.)

The CWs underlined that the main ("very important") motivation supporting the selection of a CS was related to cost reduction (Fig. 2). Indeed, during the economic downturn, CSs represent a valid and cheaper alternative to traditional offices. Other pull factors applied to the opportunity: (i) to work in a lively and creative environment, that well fits the CWs that were mainly specialised in the creative industry; (ii) to increase knowledge sharing; (iii) to access shared services

---

\(^5\) In Italian known as Città metropolitana, Metropolitan cities are administrative divisions, which are comparable to the provincial scale, which includes a large core city and the smaller surrounding towns that are closely related to, economically and for provision of public facilities. They are 14 in total: Roma, Torino, Milano, Venezia, Genova, Bologna, Firenze, Bari, Napoli, Reggio Calabria, Catania, Messina, Palermo, Cagliari.
and instruments (i.e. IT, secretary, common rooms, meeting rooms, etc.); (iv) to access a flexible labour organisation; (v) to develop new entrepreneurial projects; (vi) to apply for joint bids and ease of presenting joint bids; (vii) ease of getting contracts; and (viii) to increase earnings.

These answers stressed the importance that respondents allocated to the main patterns of the coworking: cost reduction and the lively and creative environment, characterised by the sharing of services, spaces and knowledge, which could increase new business opportunities. These answers underlined the role of organisational proximity that CWs experienced in a CSs (i.e. services, facilities, training courses, etc.), which enhanced knowledge sharing and business opportunities growth.

Table 2. The proximity measures as declared by coworkers (percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proximity typologies</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Do not know</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social proximity 1</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social proximity 2</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional proximity 1</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional proximity 2</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive proximity 1</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive proximity 2</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational proximity</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own work.

The questions about the proximity typologies a là Boschma (2005) showed interesting results (Table 2). About 74% of the respondents had experienced a relationship based on trust (social proximity 2) with most of the CWs; about 78% had established friendships with them (social proximity 1), and specifically 52% with more than one third of the coworkers. About 55% share similar political attitudes (institutional proximity 1), and 73% similar lifestyles (institutional proximity 2); as for cognitive proximity, about 61% stated to have had similar levels of knowledge (cognitive proximity 1) and about 56% similar levels of experience (cognitive proximity 2). Finally, 86% made use of the service and facilities offered by the CS (organisational proximity), including training courses, designed to encourage synergies among CWs.

These results confirmed the key role of the sense of community, which is funded in social proximity (trust, new friendship and collaboration) and institutional proximity (sharing the same lifestyle, political ideas, etc.). As stated by Kim and Kaplan (2004), the members of a community share the feelings of collective identity and may exploit a ‘community spirit’ (Etzioni, 1994; Rovai, 2002) if they...
share the feelings of understanding and belonging. The sense of community is also related to the space, services and facilities supplied by the CS (organisational proximity) and can also be enhanced by cognitive proximity. As stated by Davies and Tollervey (2013), each coworker can learn from others through sharing spaces, interacting and being part of the activities offered by an organisation.

Additional questions have further stressed the importance of the layout of CSs, which fosters meeting opportunities. For instance, about 38% of the CWs (always or very often) discussed working issues during lunch time, mainly in the kitchen or other dedicated spaces of the workplace.

All the above-mentioned effects of the workplace on coworkers might impact their economic performance and well-being. 39% of the CWs and 29% of the firms experienced revenue increases since they had started working in the CS. Interestingly, about 73% of the respondents declared to have developed new products and services, of those 52% have done it jointly with other CWs. Additionally, almost all CWs (97%) confirmed they were satisfied with working in the current CS. It can, therefore, be stated that CWs have evaluated positively their CSs, indeed 57% declared that they intended to work in the same CS in the next three years, 5% would move to another CS, 34% did not know and only 4% would not work in a CS anymore.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATION

The current survey among 326 CWs in Italy highlighted some interesting points: although the main motivation to work in a CS was cost reduction, a key role was played by the lively and creative environment, characterised by the sharing of services, spaces and knowledge, which enhanced social proximity and organisational proximity, thus increasing new business opportunities. Additionally, the CWs shared cognitive and institutional proximities since they had similar levels of knowledge and professional experience, as well as similar lifestyle and political attitudes, respectively. The sharing of knowledge and collaboration between the CWs fostered the development of new, innovative products or projects. Further, more than one third of the CW had experienced an increase in their revenues and almost everyone confirmed they were satisfied with working in a coworking setting.

The study offers interesting insights for policy makers willing to foster entrepreneurship in an ageing society to sustain the level of skilled employment. Coworking could be regarded as an opportunity to revitalise city centres by making use of empty office spaces (Mariotti et al., 2017), and foster the development of peripheral areas (Mariotti and Di Matteo, 2020), an issue that attracts a significant attention among academicians and policy makers especially during the current pandemic caused by the massive spread of the new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2.
Indeed, peripheral destinations in Italy, probably because of the natural isolation that their orography imposes, are those which have suffered less from the spread of the COVID-19, and probably these places will be the first to remove the ‘social distancing’ principle and restart a normal life at the end of the emergency, thus being considered ‘safer places’.

Further research might focus on a comparative study inside coworking spaces in different countries to explore the role of cultural and context factors in shaping coworking spaces and, consequently, the interactions among coworkers. The present analysis requires some caveats. First, an appropriate counterfactual analysis might better disentangle the differences and similarities (i.e. economic performance and wellbeing) of the workers of CSs and those working in traditional offices and/or at home. Besides, the analysis only explored those that in January 2018 were working in a CS, thus excluding the ones that moved out. The results of the descriptive statistics should be also corroborated by an econometric analysis. This will be the objective of a future paper.
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